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Ectrp fairly rolled her rails under. In the tiny dining-room, which
ran along one side of the vessel amidships, though we dampened
the tablecloth and screwed on fiddles, we were always having to
snatch flying crockery out of the air. Seas breached clear over her,
and we had to wear rubber boots at our meals. The cabins and
forecastle, though, were dry.
But the Wyatt Earp came through it without damage. In better
weather we setded down to our routine, everybody taking a hand
in operating the ship. I took my four-hour trick at the wheel every
evening right after supper. There was not much room anywhere to
stretch one's legs. Two tiers of petrol drums, wired to the rails,
prevented the pleasant passenger-ship custom of the daily consti-
tutional around the deck. There was no general cabin to assemble
in, only the narrow dining-room in which everybody ate, sailors
and all. In fact, when off duty the most comfortable place to be
in was one's bunk.
We had a small library—a few volumes we picked up in New
Zealand, and a set of paper-bound classics from Everyman's Library,
presented to us by the publisher. Wilkins brought a little library of
his own—doctoring books and old books of philosophy mostly. He
also brought a small phonograph and a batch of records with him
and played them at night as he read Nietzsche or fussed with some
contraption he was working on. At Nordenskj old's camp, which
this narrative will reach kter, Wilkins found a vice. He set this up
in his cabin and afterwards spent many hours at it polishing agates
which he picked up on the Antarctic islands.
The members of the crew when off duty lay in their forecastle
bunks and read or slept, or sat on the floor pkying some Norwegian
game with a pack of greasy cards. The assistant engineer had a
fiddle on which he played lugubrious music. Each bunk was, cur-
tained so that its occupant could shut out the light if he wanted
to sleep.
At the end of a week we reached the pack ice closing off the
Ross Sea. It was heavy that year, and we spent twenty-two days
in it worming through a distance of 454 miles. It was back, drive
ahead, collide with ice, stop, and back again. During a single watch
one day the bridge rang 169 signals to the engine-room. As a result
of this constant backing and going ahead we wore down our gears

